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The articulated vehicle has a prominent position in the present 
and future systems of rapid transportation of bulk cargos in this coun-
try. Because of the convenience of tractor-trailer combinations, larger 
and larger demands are being made of.them. To satisfy these demands and 
to stay within the law, the tractors are being built sm~ller but more 
powerful, thus allowing the trailers to carry larger loads and still be 
under the weight limit; With ever increasing demands on rapid delivery, 
the stage is set for the effects of jackknifing to be greater than ever 
before. 
B,ackground 
Dynamic response characteristics of arti cul.ated vehic 1 es have 
become of increasing importance over the past twenty years. This is 
particularly because of the inherent stability problem of the tractor-
trailer train. One of the first in-depth studies was performed by 
Jindra (2). In this analysis he developed the linearized equations of 
motion for a three degree-of-freedom model traveling at a constant speed 
in a steady, flat turn and analyzed the directional stability and con-
trol of the tractor and semi-trailer combination. He followed this with 
a linearized five degree-of-freedom tractor-trailer combination model 
with which he analyzed the lateral motion at a constant forward speed 
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with various fixed steering positions (3). Ellis (4) advanced Jindra's 
model with the inclusion of a suspension simulation derived by the use 
of Lagrange's equations. Mikulcik (5) developed a model of a tractor-
semitrailer system that allowed both units to roll, yaw, pitch, and 
translate. He developed the equations of motion for both the linearized 
case and the nonlinearized case and compared results. It was found that 
some of the same conditions that jackknifed the nonlinearized model 
would not jackknife the linearized model; therefore, he concluded that 
linearized models should not be used for the investigation of jackknif-
ing. Finally, Krauter and Wilson (6) developed an extension of 
Mikulcik's model that was nearly complete. It allowed translation, yaw, 
roll, and pitch of both tractor and semitrailer; lateral and fore-and-
aft weight transfer; wheel dynamics, which included considering the 
effects of wheel slip, slip angle, vehicle speed, and tire load in the 
calculation of the tire forces. Also, the vehicle was maneuvered by a 
simulated driver who specified the front wheel steering angle and the 
brake torques. Methods of calculation of the above model were improved 
by Vincent and Krauter (7). 
When the model development of articulated vehicles came into promi-
nence, the idea of jackknife prevention generated a host of research 
studies. Leucht (8) analyzed a commercial tractor-semitrailer vehicle 
in a turn and subjected it to various brake applications including a 
load-sensitive brake-torque control. As mentioned by Marples (9), the 
general consensus in the industry was that the answer to jackknifing lay 
in load-proportional braking and not in fifth wheel devices. He docu-
mented several authorities that supported this opinion. In fact, he 
stated that there was little room for confidence in the belief that a 
fifth wheel device would prevent jackknifing. 
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However, there have been many fifth wheel devices developed and 
placed on the market. Some were designed with sound engineering proce-
dure, and some were developed through physical insight. Ordorica (10) 
described the "Mather Jackknife Control Unit" which is a damping device 
that was to replace the fifth wheel assembly and provide a maximum of 
5000 foot-pounds torque. Keller (11) has devised a control unit that 
prevents the angle between the tractor and the trailer from exceeding 
10°-15° by placing a piston so as to prevent rotation. It is engaged 
or disengaged from a control in the cab. Walsh and Cicchetti (12) 
developed a device that goes into effect as the brakes are applied. It 
prevents the angle between the tractor and the trailer from changing 
when the brakes are applied firmly. 
In partial contrast to the opinions expressed in (9), Mikulcik (5) 
put forth the view that even if the fifth wheel devices are incapable 
of preventing jackknifing, they are capable of aiding in the prevention 
of jackknifing if properly constructed by allowing the driver more time 
to respond. Olsson (13) supported this opinion and this thesis will 
attempt to provide further evidence to support this opinion. 
For tractor swing jackknifing to occur (i.e., when the tractor 
swings about the trailer) only three conditions need be present at 
moderately high speeds: 
1. a large trailer mass relative to that of the tractor. 
2. the fifth wheel under longitudinal (lengthwise) compression. 
3. the tractor tires incapable of supplying enough side force to 
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develop a sufficiently large moment about the fifth wheel to counter the 
tractor inertial moment about the fifth wheel. 
Step one above obviously will not be altered. Step two above is 
not subject to control in many cases of poor road condition or vehicle 
malfunction. Therefore, step three is the one that most of the anti-
jackknifing groups are attacking. They are doing this using a multitude 
of different methods. 
Because so many different methods of eliminating jackknifing are 
being devised, it was felt that an investigation of the characteristics 
of real and hypothetical fifth wheel anti-jackknifing devices should be 
made. In addition, it was convenient to include the front wheel steer-
ing stabilizer device of Turney•s investigation (1) so as to prove the 
validity of the program developed during this study through comparison, 
and to determine the effect of such a device on an articulated vehicle. 
The three major objectives of this study were: 
1. To derive the equations of motion describing the dynamic 
response characteristics of a five degree-of-freedom, three-axle, arti-
culated vehicle equipped with a front wheel steering stabilizer device 
and a fifth wheel anti-jackknifing device. 
2. To develop the computer program necessary to solve numerically 
the above equations of motion utilizing all needed auxiliary equations. 
3. To make a preliminary parametric study of the effects of a 
spring centered steering stabilizer device and a fifth wheel anti-
jackknifing device on the dynamic response characteristics of a typical 
tractor-semi-trailer. 
The results described within this document (or obtained from the 
program listed within this document) should not be relied upon 
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quantitatively withbut due regard to the assumptions made. The quali-
tative results, however, are considered to be correct as the assumptions 
were made rationally and with due respect to the information desired. 
The part of this document concerning the spring centered steering 
stabilizer is a direct extension of Turney's Master of Science thesis 
(1) to articulated vehicles. Because of this, nothing should be men-
tioned pertaining to the steering stabilizer's background other than to 
refer the reader to (1). 
Approach to the Problem 
In the derivation of the equations of motion many simplifying 
assumptions were made. No frictional losses of any nature were consid-
ered. No subtle energy losses of any type were considered. The model 
of the articulated vehicle had no suspension. Only flat road surfaces 
were considered. The model's steering system had none of the normal 
characteristics other than the ability to change the heading angle of 
the front wheels. Where pairs of tires existed, the tire forces were 
assumed to be equal and to act at a point midway between the tires. 
The fifth .wheel was modeled as being frictionless and was not allowed 
to transfer moment from the trailer to the tractor (i.e., it only trans-
ferred forces). Load shifts due to horizontal and lateral accelerations 
were accounted for in calculating the vertical forces acting on the 
tires. The model had five degrees of freedom. 
A vector approach was used in the development of the equations of 
motion. The acceleration terms were derived in Chapter II and in the 
Appendices. Newton's Laws of Motion were used in conjunction with the 
acceleration terms to obtain the equations of motion. 
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A computer program was written and is described in Chapter III. 
There is an abbreviated flowchart of the computer program shown in 
Figure 16. The computer program utilized the Runge-Kutta 4th Order 
method of numerical integration and used subroutines for determining 
tire forces, coefficients of friction, steering forces, and fifth wheel 
device moments. 
The results of the program are given in Chapter IV. The program 
was verified through four comparison cases, The tractor-semitrailer 
combination then was analyzed for the_cases of: 
1. Investigation of jackknifing with and without fifth wheel 
devices. 
2. Investigation of the loss of mane-uverability due to the fifth 
wheel devices. 
3. Investigation of the response of the articulated vehicle with 
and without the spring centered front wheel stabilizer, and with and 
without the fifth wheel devices. 
The summary; conclusions and recommendations of the research are 
given in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER II 
DERIVATIONS OF THE EQUATIONS 
Equations of Motion 
The equations of motion were derived by applying Newton's Laws of 
Motion to the typical tractor-trailer combination. Because rigid body 
motion was assumed there were six spatial degrees of freedom for each 
unit (i.e., tractor, trailer, left front wheel, and right front wheel) 
considered. After applying the assumption of planar motion, the number 
of degrees of freedom for each unit was reduced to three. Then applied 
were the constraints that the trailer and both front wheels must remain 
attached to the tractor and may only rotate about that point of attach-
ment. The final restraint was that the front wheels were constrained 
to move through the same angle due to the tie-rod bond. This then re-
duced the model to a five degree-of-freedom system. 
A moving body axis system with the origin located at the tractor 
center of gravity and referenced to an inertial axis system was used. 
Also, moving body axis system (1), (2) and (3) with their origins located 
at the centers of gravity of the left front wheel, right front wheel, and 
the trailer, respectively, were used and were referenced to the tractor 
(cab) moving body axis system. 
Figure 1 shows the moving body axis system referenced to the 
vehicle. Figure 2 shows the method of sequentially referencing the 
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Figure 2. Wheel or Trailer Body Axis System 
Referenced to Cab Body Axis System 
Referenced to Inertial Axis System 
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respect to time yields the acceleration of the tractor center of gravity 
with respect to the inertial reference system: 
.. 
R0 = Rx1 + RyJ ( 2. 1) 




The forces are shown for the entire articulated vehicle in Figure 3. 
The braking forces act in the heading direction of the tires and are de-
noted as Fxi' The side forces act perpendicular to the braking forces 
through a point directly beneath the center of gravity of the wheel and 
are denoted as Fyi' The spring centered steering stabilizer causes a 
moment about the kingpin which opposes the front wheel steering angle. 
This moment is denoted as Ko. The fifth wheel anti-jackknifing device 
causes a moment about the fifth wheel which opposes the tractor-trailer 
angle and is denoted as M. 
Because the model studied consisted of four masses, it was necessary 
to develop the three equations of motion for each mass separately and 
then combine them through the constraint equations to obtain the final 
five equations completely describing the motion of the vehicle. The 
acceleration term for the tractor c~nter of gravity is shown in Equation 
(2.1). The acceleration terms for the left front wheel (RP1) and the 
right front wheel (RP2) are developed in Appendix A and are shown below: 
Rpl = Ro 




Figure 3. Diagram of the Forces (Internal and 
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+ [8a + + sesino + s ecoso]jcos8 (2.5) 
Similarly for the right front whee 1 : 
ii = "R p2 0 
o2 o2 -
+ [-ed/2 - 8 a - secoso + s esino]icos8 
+ [-8d/2 - e2a - secoso + s2esino]Jsin8 
[ o2 .. o2 ]-- 8a - 8 d/2 - sesino - s ecoso isin8 
(2.6) 
The acceleration term for the trailer center of gravity (Rp3) is develop-




+ [e 2b + ~Q,sinll + ~2 Q,cosll]1cos8 
+ [e2b + ~Q,sinll + ~2 Q,cosii]Jsin8 
- [-8b - ~Q,cosll + ~ 2 Q,sin11]1sin8 
.. 2 
+ [-8b - aQ,cosll +; Q,sinll]jcos8 (2. 7) 
After having derived the acceleration terms for the four masses, 
Newton•s Equations of Motion were applied to the front wheel masses. 
Free-body diagrams of the front wheels are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
The derivation of the equations of motion are shown in Appendix C. 
After applying the tie-rod constraint, the equations combine and become: 
s = 2 -1[ (Iw + mwe ) -ko - } ~5scoss + ~ e(Fxl 





Figure 4. Forces Acting tin the 
Left front Wheel 
Rv2 ___ ..,. 
Fs2----.c::--.... 
Figure 5. Forces Acting on 




The next equation of motion determined was that of the trailer 
.. 
rotation cr. Again, Newton•s Equations of Motion were applied. The 
free-body diagram of the trailer is shown in Figure 6. The derivation 
of this equation of motion is shown in Appendix 0 and by letting o1 = 
1/(IT + mT~2 ) it is shown that: 
.. 
a= o1 -M- (Fy5 + Fy6)(m + ~) + (Fx5 - Fx6)n/2 
.. .. 
-mT~ (Rxcose + Rysine)sinA 
.. .. 
-(-Rxsine + Rycose)cosA 
+b(e2sinA + ecosA) (2.9) 
By applying the constraint assumptions mentioned earlier through 
substitution methods, the final three equations of motion are derived 
in Appendices E, F and G using the free-body diagram of Figure 7. By 
allowing the simple substitution of o2 = cose/(mc + 2ffiw + mT) and 
o3 = sine/(mc + 2mw + mT), the equation of motion for Rx is given by: 
-(Fyl + FY2)coso - (FY3 + FY4) - (FY5 + FY6)cos 
.. .. .. 2 
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Free-Body Diagram for the Vehicle 





Ry = o2 (Fxl + Fx2)sino 
+(Fyl + Fy2)coso + (Fy3 + Fy4) + (FyS + Fy6)cOSA 
.. .. 2 
-2mwae - mT(-be - ~crcosA + ~; sinA) 
(2.11) 
Finally, by letting o4 = 1/{lc + 2~(a2 + [dl2i + mTb2 }, the equation 
.. 
of motion for e is: 
e = -ao4 l-(Fxl + Fx2)sino - (Fyl + FY2)coso] 
+ mw(-2Rxsine + 2Rycose) 
(2.12) 
The equations of motion are now complete (i.e., Equations (2.8, 
2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12)). Because the tire side forces and the braking 
forces were a function of the normal load on the tire and the slip 
angle, these were the next equations developed. 
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Equations of Tire Normal Loads 
and Slip Angles 
Figure 8 shows the forces involved causing a weight shift on the 
axles during a forward acceleration of the articulated vehicle. Figure 
9 shows the free-body diagram of the tractor with the wheels attached. 
This meant that there was an assumption of no front wheel angle change 
which certainly would not affect the normal loads significantly. To 
determine the axial loads on the tractor axles a simple summation of 
moments about they-axis through the point of tire contact with the 
road for both the front and rear axles was performed. This involved 
trailer reactions, however, so similar summations of moments about the 
y3-axis through the fifth wheel and through the point of tire contact 
with the road were required before the loads on the axles could be 
determined. The complete derivation is given in Appendix H. 
Letting o5 = 1/(a+b), the load on the front axle is given by: 
z1 = 2~g + mcg{b05) 
+ (hFwOS) -(FyS + Fy6)sinA + (FxS + FX6)cOSA 
- mT [Rxcose + Rysine ] 
+ b~2 + !~SinA + ~~2 coSA 
.. .. ·2 
- (mwhw05)2[Rxcose + Rysine - ae ] 
- (mchc05)[Rxcose + Rysine] (2.13) 
Letting 06 = 1/(m+£), the load on the tractor rear axle is given by: 
Z2 = mcg(a05) + mTg{m06) - (hFw06)(Fx5 + Fx6) 
Figure 8. Norma 1 Forces and Weight Transfer During 







Figure 9. Applied Forces and Weight Transfer 
During Forward Acceleration of 
the Cab . 
m 
l .l -· 
mr(ap3x )T 
( Rrv)r 
D r hr hFw ~ Wr + 
I 
z 3 R TZ 
Figure 10. Applied Forces and Weight Transfer During 
Forward Acceleration of the Trailer 
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( Rrx) T 
.. .. 
-mT [Rxcose + Rysine l 
• 2 .. ·2 
+ be + ~asin\ + £a cos\ 
.. .. 
+ [mT(hFw - hT)o6] (Rxcose + Rysine)cos\ 
.. .. 
+ (-Rxsine + Rycose)sin\ 
+ (be2)cOSA - (b8)sinA + ~~2 
+ (mchcD5)[Rxcose + Rysine] 
.. .. ·2 
+ (mwhwo5)2[Rxcose + Rysine - ae ] 
The normal load on the trailer axle is given by: 
.. .. 
+ (-Rxsine + Rycose)sin\ 
2 .. ·2 




The equations for determining the loads on the axles have been com-
pleted. These equations were next used in determining the specific 
loads on the tires. The variable term used was Fzi· Figures 11, 12 and 
13 show the forces involved on the three axles under consideration dur-
ing a lateral acceleration (or weight shift). The normal loads were 
determined by summing moments about the x-axis through points A and B 
or the (x)T-axis through point C and applying the requirement that the 
summation of forces in the vertical direction must be equal to zero. 
For a complete derivation see Appendix I. The equations, letting 
o7 = l/(d + 2e), are as follows: 
22 
- mcF 0cv -- ~ mwaP2v 
l'a. 
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Figure 11. Cab Front Axle Diagram· 
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Figure 12. Cab Rear Axle Diagram 
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Figure 13. Trailer Axle Diagram 
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.. .. 
Fz1 = (mwhwo7)2[-Rxsine + Rycose + ae] 
.. .. 
+ (mchcD7)(bD5)[-Rxsine + Rycose] (2.16) 
Fz2 = zl - Fzl (2. 17) 
Fz3 = -(hFw/w) (FyS + Fy6)cosA + (FxS + Fx6)sinA 
-mT [-Rxsine + Rycose ] 
.. .. 2 
-be - ~aCOSA + ~~ sinA 
+ (mchc/w)(ao5)[-Rxsine + Rycose] 
1 + 2 z2 (2. 18) 
Fz4 = z2 - Fz3 (2.19) 
Fz5 = (hFw/n) (Fy5 + Fy6) + mT~a 
+mTsinA (Rxcose + Rysine + b~2 ) 
.. .. 
-mTcosA (-Rxsine + Rycose - be) 
l -t~ - si~A(iixcose .+ iiysine ~ b82)] 
+ cosA(-Rxsine + Rycose - be) 
(2.20) 
(2.21} 
Equations (2.13) through (2.21) completely describe the change in 
normal loads due to acceleration. As mentioned before, the braking 
forces and tire side forces were a function of the slip angle as well as 
normal load; therefore, the slip angles were also calculated. 
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The procedure was very similar for all three axles. The heading 
angles were defined with respect to the inertial reference and a clock-
wise rotation was chosen to be positive. The velocity vector angle was 
then calculated using the arctangent of the two component velocities 
with respect to the inertial reference. This calculation assumed that 
counterclockwise was the positive rotation. Due to the difference in 
sign conventions a simple addition gave the difference between the two 
angles which is the definition of slip angle. A complete derivation is 
given in Appendix J. The three slip angle equations were given by: 
_1 [Ax + ~(d/2cose - asine) + §.eco.ss] 
a = EF + tan 
F Ay + ~(acose + d/2sine) + ses1ns 
-1 [~X+ ~(bsine - w/Zcosa) l a = ER + tan R Ry + ~(-bcose - w/2sine) 




This completes all of the equations used to describe the motion of 
the vehicle. The next chapter shows the development of the computer 
program to solve these equations. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A computer program was written to solve the equations of motion and 
the auxiliary equations of the preceding chapter. The computer used 
was an IBM 360/65. In the program the numerical integration technique 
used was the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (14). The steering force 
was expressed as a function of state variables and calculated in the 
subroutine STEER. The fifth wheel moment was expressed as a function of 
state variables and calculated in the subroutine MOMENT. The braking 
forces and tire side forces were calculated in the subroutine FXFY and 
then modified according to the friction ellipse, if necessary. 
As specified in detail for each problem in Chapter IV, the steering 
force and fifth wheel moment were stated as functions of state variables; 
therefore, the calculations were quite simple and not worth discussing 
here. The side forces and braking forces of the tires were functions 
of the axial and tire normal forces; therefore, Equations (2.13) through 
(2.21) were the first ones evaluated in the subroutine FXFY. Because 
the above mentioned forces were also a function of slip angle, Equations 
(2.22) through (2.24) were evaluated next in the tire forces subroutine. 
Now that the tire normal forces and slip angles were defined, the 
tire side forces were interpolated for in the subroutine SEARCH if the 
slip angle was less than fourteen degrees (i.e., the angle at which the 
25 
tire is assumed to slip completely). The values of Figure 14 were 
placed in the subroutine SEARCH as the table for interpolation. 
26 
The subroutine SEARCH could not be used when the wheels were locked 
or the slip angle went beyond fourteen degrees. A simple method of 
friction coefficient multiplied by normal force had to be used instead. 
The friction coefficients were determined in the subroutine CIRCMU by 
entering with tire velocity and whether or not the wheels were locked. 
The table values are shown in Table I as obtained from Reference (6). 
The braking forces were also calculated by multiplying the appropriate 
friction coefficient by the tire normal load. 
The tire side forces and the braking forces were calculated but the 
vector summation of these two forces sometimes produced an effective 
force that was larger than the maximum possible. That was why the fric-
tion ellipse of Figure 15 was needed (6). It is assumed in the construc-
tion of the friction ellipse that the distance from the origin to the 
ellipse represents the maximum possible tire-road force. For example, 
if a braking force were calculated to be as large as point A and a 
corresponding side force were calculated to be as large as point B, then 
the vector summation of the two would lie at point C, clearly outside the 
ellipse. What would transpire at this time is that the side force would 
be reduced to the value 8 1 for further calculations. The shape of the 
friction ellipse is that the major axis is twice the normal load times 
the maximum unlocked coefficient of friction for the specific speed and 
the minor axis is twice the normal load times the maximum locked coeffi-
cient of friction for the specific speed (i.e., the friction ellipse 
changes shape with speed). If the vector summation of the tire forces 
27 
TABLE I 
LOCKED AND UNLOCKED COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION 
Locked Wheel Unlocked Wheel 
Speed (ft/sec) Coefficient Coefficient 
0.0 l. 000 1.000 
14.7 .720 1.000 
29.3 .660 .925 
44.0 .600 .850 
58.7 . 540 .775 
73.3 .480 .700 
88.0 .420 .625 
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Figure 15. Friction Ellipse 
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lies inside the friction ellipse, then the braking force and the tire 
side force are independent. 
30 
The tire forces at this point had been completely defined for the 
next iteration. The state variables were then reinitialized and another 





































Figure 16. Flowchart of Computer Program 
CHAPTER IV 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Verification of the Program 
After the writing of the computer program it was verified through 
several different methods. These were comparison with an exact analytic-
al solution, comparison of numerical results with those obtained by 
another computer program, and comparison of results obtained with those 
to be physically expected. In all cases of comparison "short cuts" were 
not used if at all possible. This allowed a more thorough checking of 
the program. Unfortunately, it also allowed small differences to appear 
that were due entirely to differences in basic assumptions and not to 
programming errors. 
The first case used for verification was that of constant braking 
of the trailer wheels. Figure 17 shows both the numerical and analytical 
solutions for forward distance traveled as a function of time. The brak-
ing force applied was a total of -7000 pounds. The initial velocity was 
88 feet per second and all other state variables were zero. The truck 
data used were that of set 2 in Table II. The computing increment was 
.125 seconds. The acceleration determined analytically was -5.10 feet 
per second per second and the acceleration determined numerically was 
-5.14 feet per second per second. The stopping times were identical at 
17.4 seconds. The distances traveled differed by only 0.65 percent (i.e., 
770 feet analytically as compared to 775 feet numerically). All state 
32 
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variables other than those associated with forward motion remained 
identically zero as expected. This clearly showed a favorable compari-
son and allowed less room for program criticism within two significant 
digits. 
The second case of comparison utilized results obtained by Turney 
(1) with his four degrees-of-freedom model. Figure 18 shows some of the 
results obtained from both programs. In these results the front wheel 
steering angle is shown as a function of time. The truck data used were 
that of set 1 in Table II. This series of program runs used a computing 
increment of .01 seconds because of numerical stability considerations. 
A numerical instability was recognized in this case as abnormally large 
values of the angles, displacements, and tire normal loads. These large 
values decreased as the computing increment was decreased until the 
increment of .01 seconds was reached, at which point the values leveled 
out. This was typical of the method used to determine the proper com-
puting increment. The reference program used a computing increment of 
. 125 seconds. A steering force (force at the tie rod) of 20 pounds was 
applied at t = 2 seconds for a period of 1 second. Subsequently a 
steering force of -40 pounds was applied at t = 5.5 seconds for a period 
of 1 second. A final steering force of 40 pounds was applied at t = 14 
seconds for a period of 1 second. The initial velocity was 40 feet per 
second and all other state variables were zero. Figures 18 and 19 
clearly show strong simi.larities, yet there are significant differences 
apparent. There were at least three reasons for the differences. A 
much smaller computing increment was used in the program being verified. 
There was a basic difference in the method of determining braking forces. 
There was a difference in the method of accounting for 11 Weight shift 11 
0.12 
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due to forward inertia. The results were quite similar, however, and 
did not merit further investigation for the purposes of this research. 
The third case of comparison also utilized results obtained from 
the study of Reference (1). This case looked at the response of the 
four degrees-of-freedom system to a blowout of the left front tire. 
The truck data used were that of set 1 in Table II. The force simulation 
for the blowout is shown in Figure 20. The steering response of the 
reference program was used and was given by 
( 4. 1) 
where c1 = 300, c2 = 600, c3 = -26. The initial velocity was 40 feet 
per second and all other state variables were zero. The tire was 
a 11 owed to b 1 owout at t = 2 seconds. The driver did not respond for 1 ~ 
seconds. The lateral distance traveled is shown as a function of time 
in Figure 21 for both the results of this study and those of Reference 
(1). Just as before, the results of both programs were quite similar 
but did have minor differences. The differences in results were very 
likely caused by the same three items mentioned in comparison case two; 
that is, computing increment, braking force, and weight shift were 
different in precisely the same manner for this case as for comparison 
case two. It was concluded that the differences in results for this 
case were sufficiently small to warrant acceptance of the program as 
correct unless the results obtained later were physically unreasonable. 
Case four was the first comparison case having the trailer attached 
during a maneuver. The computing increment was .01 seconds. The initial 
velocity was 40 feet per second with all other state variables zero. 
The impulse steering forces of comparison case two were used. The truck 
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angle as a function of time. Figure 23 shows the lateral distance 
traveled as a function of time. Since different wheel characteristics 
were used for this case than for case two, no quantitative comparisons 
could be made. There was, however, one very interesting qualitative 
difference in the two cases. Without the trailer, case two, the front 
wheel steering angle remained nearly unchanged when the steering force 
was removed. When the trailer was attached, as in case four, the front 
wheel steering angle came back toward zero when the steering force was 
removed. This could not be due to the inherent self-aligning torque 
characteristics of the front wheels because the program of this study 
did not include camber or tire deflection. It could only be due to the 
fact that the trailer had a tendency to steer the tractor slightly during 
a turning maneuver. This would seem to indicate that a trailer has a 
centering effect on the front wheels. This particular characteristic 
may well have been the reason for the interesting result to be discussed 
later concerning blowouts. Figure 23 simply showed that attaching a 
trailer had the result of reducing lateral motion for a given steering 
input. The major contribution to verification of the program by this 
case was that the results were ph¥Sically acceptable and meaningful. 
This phase of the study concluded the validity investigation of the 
program. The preceding four cases were considered enough to accept the 
results of further re~earch if trends and implications were the objective 
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Investigation of Stability and Controllability 
Characteristics of the Articulated Vehicle 
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After having validated the methodology and the computer program, 
the trends and implications concerning fifth wheel anti-jackknifing de-
vices and front wheel spring-type centering devices were investigated. 
There were three cases considered in this section. These cases were 
selected to allow the investigation of jackknifing, impulse steering, 
and blowouts with an articulated vehicle. 
The first case selected for investigation was that of jackknifing. 
Because the question of driver response time was the major one of 
interest, it was necessary to make several assumptions to determine when 
the driver response should have begun and when the driver would have 
been incapable of stopping the jackknifing regardless of his response 
(i.e., when the driver response should have ended). Through physical 
insight and personal judgment, it was assumed that the driver would 
recognize a dangerous situation developing when A reached 2°. For the 
same reasons mentioned above, it was assumed that the driver would not 
respond for an additional 1 second due to indecision and reaction time. 
The above two parameters then determined when driver response should 
begin. Keller (11) had determined that once A reached 20°-30° no 
response by the driver could prevent jackknifing; therefore, driver 
response was assumed to end once A reached 25°. It was apparent that 
these parameters would not produce quantitatively exact results for 
every person and every vehicle, but because these parameters were used 
within a comparison situation, the results were correct for qualitative 
purposes. The truck data used were that of set 2 in Table II. The 
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initial velocity was 88 feet per second. The initial s and o angles 
were .03 radians to simulate a slight turn. All remaining state vari-
ables were zero. A computing increment of .01 seconds was used. The 
steering function was chosen to simulate the driver holding the steering 
wheel in its initial position. This was done by algebraically manipulat-
ing the ~ equation of motion and substituting in the proper values for 
o and 8. The brakes were applied on the tractor only and at 2/3 of 
their maximum unlocked value for wet asphalt because this produced the 
fastest jackknifing rate. With all the above parameters~ it was deter-
mined that there were 1.9 seconds response time. In other words~ the 
driver had 1.9 seconds in which to release the brakes and to steer the 
front wheels in the most advantageous manner. 
The above situation used no jackknife prevention device. There 
were several on the market that could have been attached to the fifth 
wheel, or even replaced it (such as the "Mather Jackknife Control Unit 
(10)); therefore, three different types of anti-jackknifing devices were 
considered for the above mentioned parameters. 
The first of the three devices we considered was the "Mather Jack-
knife Control Unit." It was designed as a damping device and could 
supply a maximum of 5000 foot-pounds moment. Assuming that this occurred 
when ~ reached a magnitude of .5 radians per second and that the moment 
was described by the equation, 
(4.2) 
where c2 = 10,000. The driver was allowed an additional 1.1 seconds of 
response time. This was actually a total of 3.0 seconds response time 
(i.e.~ a 58% increase over the response time with no anti-jackknifing 
device). 
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The second of the three devices was a simple torsional spring de-
vice. It was anticipated that comparisons with the 11 Mather Jackknife 
Control Unit 11 would be meaningful; therefore, a spring constant was 
selected through an iteration process that allowed the driver the same 
amount of response time (1.e., 3.0 seconds). The equation for the 
moment was given by 
(4.3) 
where c1 = 6100. All other conditions were the same as before. 
The third device incorporated the first two and was a function of 
vehicle speed down the road as well. As mentioned before, it was anti-
cipated that comparisons would be meaningful; therefore, the device was 
developed to give the same driver response time of 3.0 seconds. The 
equation describing the moment was given by 
where c3 = 47.2, c4 = 77.4. All other conditions were the same as 
before. 
(4.4) 
It was apparent from these cases that a fifth wheel anti-jackknifing 
device could significantly increase the driver response time. This, of 
course, might provide the driver with enough additional time to stop the 
generation of a high speed jackknife. Figure 24 shows the angle A as a 
function of time for (1)--no fifth wheel device, (2)--a spring-type fifth 
wheel device, (3)--a damper-type fifth wheel device, and (4)--a combina-
tion-type fifth wheel device. 
The second case selected for investigation was the loss of maneuver-
ability due to the devices used to increase the driver response time. 
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second. All other state variables were initially zero. The truck data 
were that of set 2 in Table II. The computing increment was .005 seconds. 
No brakes were applied by the driver but a steering force of 50 pounds 
was applied at t = 0 seconds. The steering force was removed at t = 1 
second. Another steering force of -50 pounds was applied at t = 2 
seconds and held through the remainder of the four-second limit on the 
case. The above series of steering forces were intended to simulate the 
driver having to respond rapidly in an emergency situation while travel-
ing at a slow speed. Figure 25 shows the lateral distance traveled as a 
function of time. The numbers identify the particular graph belonging 
to each fifth wheel device of investigation case one. 
It was apparent from Figure 25 that the loss of maneuverability was 
certainly minimal for the velocity chosen. It was also apparent from 
Equation (4.3) that the spring device could cause major problems for a 
driver maneuvering in a parking area. Although the damper device of 
Equation (4.2) would not hamper parking maneuvers, it did give the poor-
est showing in Figure 25 by restricting the vehicle to the smallest 
lateral displacement during an emergency situation. However, the com-
bination device results were mos~ like those of no device at all in the 
emergency situation described and surely would give no opposition at 
extreme low speeds while providing all the anti-jackknifing resistance 
required for relatively safe vehicle operation at high speeds. 
The third and final case under investigation focused on the spring-
type front wheel centering device. As in comparison case three, a blow-
out of the left front tire occurred at t = 2 seconds. The initial 
velocity was 88 feet per second and all other state variables were zero. 
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Figure 25. Lateral Translational Response to Impulse Steering Force 





set 2 in Table II. The driver was assumed to have the same 1 second 
delay time described in investigation case one. The steering function 
was arrived at by analyzing the steady state condition first and then 
estimating the constants to properly emphasize the state variables a 
driver is aware of. The function was given by 
Fso = c1e + c28 + c3a + c48 + c5 (4.5) 
where c1 = 300~ c2 = 75, c3 = 600, c4 = 150, and c5 = .535/cosa. The 
steering function cannot be precisely correct for all situations, but 
the relative merits of all conditions considered were qualitatively 
correct because the steering function was the same for each condition. 
Data were collected for spring constants of zero and 200 on the front 
wheel centering device with all four possible fifth wheel conditions. 
Because the data were so nearly identical for the four possible fifth 
wheel conditions, only the condition of no fifth wheel anti-jackknifing 
device was documented for this case. 
Figure 26 shows the lateral distance traveled as a function of time 
for both spring constants. It was very interesting to compare the 
qualitative results of this graph with those of Figure 19. The results 
in Figure 26 showed that an articulated vehicle with the trailer heavily 
loaded would travel farther off the road if a spring centering device 
were used on the front wheels than if no device were used. This was a 
very significant point. It may perhaps be explained by looking at 
Figure 27 and by remembering from comparison case four that a trailer 
had a centering effect on the front wheels. In Figure 27 the front 
wheel steering angle is shown as a function of time for both spring con-
stants. In the case of no spring device, by the time the driver started 
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position. In the case of the spring device of K = 200, the front wheels 
had already returned to the neutral position and started to oscillate 
away again. In this case, by the time the driver started to respond, 
he had to overcome the momentum of the steering system and then correct 
the steering angle. This was a strong indication that a front wheel 
spring centering device may hinder to some extent a driver's attempt to 
regain control of his vehicle in a blowout situation. 
A valid criticism of spring centering devices should also include 
an evaluation of the data presented by Figure 28. This figure shows 
the trailer angle A plotted as a function of time. Jackknifing would 
become a serious threat if this angle became too large for a given speed. 
The spring centering device on the front wheels reduced the maximum 
angle A somewhat over that of no device. A more elaborate analysis 
might show that the effect of a reduced A would significantly reduce the 
likelihood of jackknifing. 
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SUt'1~1ARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMt~ENDATIONS 
This document reports on an investigation of a typical tractor-
semitrailer combination. Because jackknifing presents a severe problem 
of safety, it was desirable to determine what effect a fifth wheel anti-
jackknifing device would have on controlability and jackknifing. It was 
also desirable to determine what effect a spring-centered steering stabi-
lizer device would have on controlability and jackknifing. 
To find the answers to the above problems a five degree-of-freedom 
model was established. The equations of motion then were derived. To 
solve the equations of motion a large computer program was developed, 
verified, and applied. In the collection of data to answer the above 
problems, three different fifth wheel devices were studied. They were 
a spring device, a damper device, and a combination device, incorporating 
both spring and damper characteristics as well as being dependent upon 
velocity down the road. 
The following conclusions have been drawn from this study: 
1. A fifth wheel device presently on the market and the hypothetic-
al ones investigated will definitely increase the amount of response 
time a driver would have in a jackknifing situation (if they are properly 
designed), thereby decreasing the likelihood of jackknifing going beyond 
the point of control. 
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2. Fifth wheel devices may be designed to give the required amount 
of response time (unless too much time is required) and still not create 
any loss of desired maneuverability or controllability at slow or high 
speeds. 
3. A spring centered stabilizer device may hinder the natural 
response of the steering system during a blowout of a front tire on an 
articulated vehicle. This may cause the vehicle to proceed further 
beyond the path of control of that vehicle with no device. It will, 
however, decrease the maximum angle between tractor and trailer and may 
therefore prevent jackknifing during extreme situations. Fifth wheel 
devices have an insignificant effect in this case of a blowout. 
Recommendations for further study concerning this research are as 
follows: 
1. The results of this study should be compared for verification 
purposes to results obtai ned experimentally from an articulated vehicle 
that closely resembles the simulated model. After the above comparison, 
the simulated model should be modified to include normal spring suspen-
sion and again checked against the results documented in this thesis 
and against those obtained experimentally. 
2. The spring centered steering stabilizer of this study should be 
investigated further to determine if a change in the spring constant 
would effect a change in the results of investigation case three. A 
more elaborate study of the effects of this case should also include 
attempts to change the natural frequency of the steering system and 
thereby change the results obtained. 
3. The assumptions and techniques used within this study were 
sufficient to give correct results within the order of magnitude of the 
57 
investigation. For a higher order of magnitude investigation, the 
assumptions and techniques used may not be acceptable; therefore, close 
inspection should be given to the method of evaluation of tire forces, 
friction coefficient values, driver steering functions, lack of spring 
suspension, assumptions made concerning the steering system, and any-
thing else that is viewed to be subject to criticism. 
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APPENDIX A 
DE~IVATION OF R and RP 
pl 2 
The left front wheel's center of gravity (p1) displacement with 
respect to the inertial reference is given by: 
Rpl = Ro + p-1 + P2 
The first derivative with respect to time is: 
d/dt(Rpl)XYZ = d/dt[Ro + Pl + j)2]XYZ 
which becomes 
(Rpl )XYZ = Ro + [(pl )xyz + c;;·l X pl)] 
+ [d/dt('P2)xyz + (wl x p-2)] 
where wl = ek, and further development yields: 
(Rp1)xyz = Ro + (j)l)xyz + (wl x j)l) + (j)2)x1y1z1 
+ (w3 x p-2) 
where w3 = (e + 8)k = sk. 
The second derivative with respect to time becomes: 
(Rpl )XYZ = Ro + (~1 )xyz + c;, X p1) . . 
+ (w1 X pl ) + ( w1 X pl ) + [w1 X (w1 X pl )] 
+ (~2)x y z + (w3 x 'P2) + (w3 x 'P2) 
1 1 1 







Because of rigid body assumptions: 
(~1)xyz = (pl)xyz = (~2)x y z = (p2)x y z = 0 
111 111 
which reduces Equation (A.5) to: 
Similarly for the right front wheel: 
(iip2)XYZ = Ro ~ (;1 x P3) + (;1 x (w1 x P3)) 
+ (w3 X p4) + (w3 X (w3 X p4)) 
Recognizing that, 
and that, 
p1 = (acose + d/2sine)1 + (asine - d/2cose)j 
P2 = (esins)1 + (-ecoss)J 
kxT=j 









Equation (A.7) can be expressed in specific terms by substituting Equa-
tions (A.9, A.lO, A.l1, A.12) in as: 
Rpl = R 0 
·2 .. ·2 ]-+ [ed/2 - e a + secoso - s esino icose 
e2a + 
.. • 2 . ] ...... +[ed/2 - secoso - s es1no JS1ne 
-[ea + s2d/2 + .. . ·2 -:- . ses1no + s ecoso]1s1ne 
+[ea + s2d/2 + .. ·2 -sesino + s ecoso]jcose (A.13) 
Recognizing that, 
p 3 = (acose - d/2sine)1 + (asine + d/2cose)J (A.14) 
p4 = (-esins)1 + (ecoss)j (A.l5) 
Equation (A.8) can be expressed in specific terms by substituting in 
Equations (A.ll, A.l2, A. 14, A.15) as: 
2 .. 2 
+ [-ed/2 - e a secoso + 8 esino]Tcose 
+ [-ed/2 - e2a secoso + 82esino]jsine 
- [ea - e2d/2 - sesino - e2ecoso]isine 
+ [ea - e2d/2 - sesino - a2ecoso]jcose 
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(A.l6) 
Equations (A.l3) and (A.l6) are the terms for acceleration for the left 
front wheel and right front wheel, respectively, with respect to the 
inertial reference. 
APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF Rp3 
The trailer•s center of gravity (p3) displacement with respect to 
the inertial reference is given by: 
R = R + Ps + p-6 p3 0 
The first derivative with respect to time is: 
d/dt[RP3Jxvz = d/dt[Ro + Ps + ;6Jxvz 
which becomes: 
(Rp3)XYZ ,= Ro' + [(p5)xyz + (wl x Ps)J 
+ [d/dt(p6)xyz + (wl + p-6)] 
and with further development: 
(Rp3)xvz = Ro ~ (ps)xyz + (wl x "Ps) 
+ (p6)x y z + (w5 x p6) 
3 3 3 
where w5 = (e + ~)k = ~k. 
The second derivative with respect to time becomes: 
("Rp3)xvz = Ro + (~5~xyz + ~wl x Ps) 
+ (w1 x p-5) + (w1 x "P5) + (w1 x (w1 x p-5)) 
+ (~6)x y z + (ws x "P6) 





+ (w5 X p6) + (w5 X p 6) + (w5 X (w5 X p 6)) (B.5) 
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Because of rigid body assumptions, . 
which reduces Equation (B.5) to: 
CRP3)XYZ = Ro + (wl X p5) + Cwl X (;1 X p5)) . 
Recognizing that 
Ps = (-bcose)T + (-bsine)J 
p6 = (-2coscr)T + (-2sincr)J 
Equation (8.7) can be expressed in specific terms by substituting 
Equations (A.ll, A.l2, 8.8, B.9) in as: 
(RP3lxvz = Ro 
+ [e2b + ~2SinA + ; 22COSA]lCOS8 
+ [e2b + ~2sinA + ; 22cosA]Jsine 
- [-eb - ~2cosA + ; 22sinA]isine 
.. 2 







Equation (B. 10) is the term for acceleration of the trailer center of 
gravity with respect to the inertial reference. 
APPENDIX C 
.. 
DERIVATION OF S 
Newton 1 s Equations of Motion for the free-body diagram of Figure 4 
are: 
mwlap1y = Ryl + Fsl + FY1coso + Fx1sino 




Iw1s1 = -ko - Fs 1(scoso + esino) - RY1esino - Rx1ecoso (C.3) 
where ap Y is the y-axis projection of Rp1 and ap1x is the x-axis pro-1 .. 
jection of R and are given by: 
pl 
.. .. .. ·2 .. ·2 
ap1y = -Rxsin6 + Rycos6 + a6 + d/26 + essino + es coso (C.4) 
.. .. .. • 2 .. • 2 . 
ap1x = Rxcos6 + Rysine + d/26 - a6 + escoso - es s1no (C.5) 
Solving Equations (C.l) and (C.2) for Ryl and Rxl' respectively, yields: 
Ryl = mwlap1y - Fsl - FY1coso - Fx1sino (C.6) 
Rxl = mwlap1x + FY1sino - Fx1coso (C.7) 
Substituting Equations (C.4) and (C.5) into Equations (C.6) and (C.7), 
then substituting the values obtained into Equation (C.3) and reducing 
yields: 
-ko - sFs1coso + eFxl .. .. 
-mw1e (-Rxsin6 + Rycos6)sino 
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+ (Rxcos6 + Rysin~)coso 
(asino + d/2coso)6 
(d/2sino - acoso)e2 (C.8) 
are: 
66 
Newton•s Equations of Motion for the free-body diagram of Figure 5 
mw2ap2y = RY2 + Fs2 + Fx2sino + FY2coso (C.9) 
mw2ap2x = Rx2 + Fx2coso- FY2sino (C.lO) 
Iw2s2 = -ko - Fs 2(scoso - esino) + Rx2ecoso + RY2esino 
(C.ll) 
.. 
where ap y is the y-axis projection of Rp2 and ap2x is the x-axis pro-2 .. 
jection of R and are given by: 
p2 
ap2y = -~xsine + ~ycose + a~ - d/2~2 - e~sino - e~2 coso (C.l2) . 
(C.l3) 
.. .. .. ·2 .. ·2 
a = Rxcose + Rysine - d/2e - ae - escoso + es sino 
p2x 
Solving Equations (C.9) and (C.lO) for RY2 and Rx2' respectively, yields: 
RY2 = mw2ap2y- Fs2 - Fx2sino- FY2coso (C.l4) 
Rx2 = mw2ap2x- Fx2coso + FY2sino (C.l5) 
Substituting Equations (C.l2) and (C.l3) into Equations (C. 14) and 
(C.l5), then substituting the values obtained into Equations (C. 11) and 
reducing yields: 
.. 2 -1 
s2 = (Iw2 + mw2e ) -ko - sFs2coso - eFx2 
.. .. 
+mw2e (Rxcose + Rysine)coso .. .. 
+(-Rxsine + Rycose)sino 
+(asino - d/2coso)e 
+(-acoso - d/2sina)e2 
It is required that mwl = mw2, Iwl = rw2, and s1 = s2. 





+ 2mwe [(-Rxsine + Rycose)sino 
. +(Rxcose + Rysine)coso 
+aesino - ae2coso (C.l7) 
It is also required that Fs = Fsl + Fs2' combining this with Equation 
(C.l7), substituting into Equation (C.l6) and reducing yields: 
.. 2 -1 1 1 
s = (Iw + mwe ) [-ko - 2 Fsscoso + 2 e(Fxl - Fx2)] 
.. 2 
-mwed/2(ecoso + e sino) (C.l8) 
This is the complete equation of motion for the front wheel angle with 
respect to the inertial reference. 
APPENDIX D 
.. 
DERIVATION OF a 
Newton's Equations of Motion for the free-body diagram of Figure 6: 
mTap3y = (Fy5 + Fy6)cos>.. + (Fx5+ Fx6 )sin>..- RTy {D.l) 
mTap3x = -(FY5 + FY6)sin>.. + (Fx5 + Fx6)cos>.. - RTx (D.2) 
.. 
ITcr = -M + RTx~sin>.. - RTy~cos>.. - (Fy5 + Fy6)m 
where a is the y-axis projection of ( and a x is the x-axis projec-
P~Y P3 P3 
tion of (p3 and are given by: 
a = -Rxsine + Rycose - be - ~~cos>.. + ~~2 sin>.. 
P3Y 
.. .. . • 2 .. . • 2 




Solving Equations (D.l) and (D.2) for RTy and RTx' respectively, yields: 
RT = (F 5 + F 6)cos>.. + (F 5 + F 6)sin>.. - mTa (D.6) y y y X X P3Y 
RTx = -(Fy5 + FY6)sin>.. + (Fx5 + Fx6)cos>..- mTap3x (D.7) 
Substituting Equations (D~4) and (D.5) into Equations (D.6) and (D.7), 
then substituting the values obtained into Equation (D.3) and reducing 
yields: 
.. 
a= Dl -M - (Fy5 + Fy6 )(m+~) + (Fx5 - Fx6)n/2 
-mT~ [(R~cose + Rys.ine).s~;>.. - (-R~sine ] 
+ Rycose)cos>.. + b(e sin>.. + ecos>..) 
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(D. B) 
This is the complete equation of motion for the trailer angle with 




DERIVATION OF RX 
Newton•s Equation of Motion concerning forces in the X-axis direc-
tion is written by observing Figure 7: 
mcRX = [-Rxl - Rx2 + Fx3 + Fx4 + RTx]cose 
+ [Ryl + Ry2 - Fy3 - Fy4 - RTy + Fs]sine (E.l) 
Recall Equations (C.6) and (C.7), (C.l4) and (C.l5), and (D.6) and (D.7) 
and substitute them into Equation (E.l): 
.. 
mcRX = (Fx3 + Fx4)cose - (FY3 + FY4)sine + Fssine 
- (mwap1x + FY1sino - Fx1coso)cose 
- (m a - Fx2coso + FY2sino)cose w p2x 
+ (-mTa - (F 5 + F 6)sinA + (F 5 + Fx.6JcosA)cose , p3x y y x . 
+ (m a - Fsl - FY1coso - Fx1sino)sine w ply 
+ (~ap2y - Fs2 - Fx2sino - FY2coso)sine 
- (-mTap3y + (FY5 + FY6)cosA + (Fx5 + Fx6)sinA),sine 
(E.2) 
Recall Equations (C.4) and (C.5), (C.l2) and (C.l3), and (D.4) and (D.5) 




Rx = o2 (Fxl + Fx2)coso + (Fx3 + Fx4) + (Fx5 + Fx6)cosA 
-(Fyl + Fy2)coso - (Fy3 + Fy4) - (Fy5 + Fy6)cOSA 
.. .. .. • 2 
+2mwae + mT(-be - ~acOSA + ~a sinA) 
(E. 3) 
where o2 = cose/(mc + 2~ + mT) and o3 = sine/(mc + 2mw + mT). This is 
the complete equation of motion for the Rx degree-of-freedom. 
APPENDIX F 
.. 
DERIVATION OF Ry 
Newton•s Equation of Motion concerning forces in theY-axis direc-
tion is written by observing Figure 7, as, 
+ [-Ryl- Ry2 + Fy3 + Fy4 + RTy- Fs]cose (F.l) 
Recall Equations (C.6) and (C.7), (C.l4) and (C.l5), and (D.6) and (D.7) 
and substitute them into Equation (F. 1) and reduce: 
.. 
mcRY = (Fx3 + Fx4)sine + (FY3 + FY4)sine - Fscose 
- (mwap1x + FY1sino- Fx1coscS)sine 
- (mwap2x - Fx2coscS + FY2sincS)sine 
+ (-mTap3x - (FY5 + FY6)sinA + (Fx5 + Fx6)cosA)sine 
- (mwap1y - Fsl - FY1coso - Fx1sincS)cose 
- (mwap2y - Fs 2 - Fx2sincS - FY2coso)cose 
+ (-mTap3y + (FY5 + FY6)cosA + (Fx5 + Fx6)sinA)cose 
(F.2) 
Recall Equations (C.4) and (C.5), (C. 12) and (C.l3), and (D.4) and (D.5) 
and substitute them into Equation (F.2) and reduce: 
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.. 
Ry = o2 (Fxl + Fx2)sin6. 
+ (Fyl + Fy2)cos6 + (Fy3 + Fy4) + (FyS + Fy6 )cOSA 
-2mWaS - mT(-be - ~oCOSA + ~~2sinA) 
73 
(F.3) 
where 02 and o3 are as defined in Appendix E. This completely describes 
the Ry degree-of-freedom. 
APPEND!~ G 
DERIVATION OF e 
Newton•s Equation of Motion concerning moments about the Z-axis is 
written by observing Figure 7 as: 
.. 
Ice = a(-R l - R 2 - F ) + b(-F 3 - F 4 - RT ) y y s y y y 
+ d/2(Rx2 - Rxl) + w/2(Fx3 - Fx4) + M + 2ko (G.l) 
Recall Equations (C.6) and (C.7), (C.l4) and (C.l5), and (0.6) and (0.7) 
and substitute them into Equation (G.l) and reduce: 
.. 
Ice = -aFs - b(Fy3 + Fy4) + w/2(Fx3 - Fx4) + M + 2ko 
-a [mwap1y- Fsl - FY1coso - Fx1sino ] 
+~ap2y - Fs2 - Fx2sino - FY2coso 
(G.2) 
Recall Equations (C.4) and (C.5), (C.l2) and (C.l3), and (0.4) and sub-
stitute them into (G.2) and reduce: 
e = -ao4 [-(Fxl + Fx2)sino - (Fyl 
+mw(-2Rxsine + 2Rycose) 
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-bD4 (FxS + Fx6)sinA + (Fy3 + Fy4) + (FyS + Fy6)coSA 
-mT [-Rxsine + Rycose ] 
-£~COSA + £~2 sinA 
+D4 [M + 2ko + W/2(Fx3 - Fx4)J (G.3) 
where o4 is l/{Ic + 2mw(a2 + [d/2]2) + mTb2 }. This equation completely 
describes the e degree-of-freedom. 
APPENDIX H 
DERIVATION OF z1, z2, and z3 
Figures 9 and 10 are used in the derivation of the axial normal 
loads. To determine the normal load on the front axle (z1), the moments 
are summed about the y-axis through a point in contact with the road and 
directly beneath the tractor rear axle. 
0 = z1(a +b) - 2ww(a +b) - wc(b) - RTx(hFw) 
+ mw(ap1/ ap2x)(hw) + mcacx(hc) (H.l) 
Recall Equations (C.5) and (C.l3) and (D.5) and (D.7), substitute them 
into Equation (H.l) and rearrange to obtain: 
z1 = 2~g + mcg(bD5) 
+ (hFwDS) · -(FyS + Fy6)sinA + (FxS + FX6)cOSA 
-mT [Rxcose + Rysine ] 
·2 .. • 2 
+ be + ~asinA + ~cr COSA 
.. .. 
- (mchcD5)[Rxcose + Rysine] (H.2) 
where D5 = 1/(a +b). This completely describes the normal load on the 
front axle. 
To develop the equation of the normal load on the tractor rear 
axle (z2), the moments are summed about they-axis through a point in 
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contact with the road and directly beneath the front axle. 
0 = -z2(a + b) - RTx(hFw) + RTz(a + b) + wc(a) 
+ mcacx(hc) + mwhw(aplx + ap2x) (H.3) 
Recall Equations (C.5) and (C.l3) ahd (0.5) and (0.7), substitute them 
into Equation (H.3) and rearrange to obtain: 
z2 ;= mcg(ao5) 
- (hFwo5) -(FY5 + FY6)sint. + (Fxs + Fx6)cost. 
- mT[Rxcose + Rysine l 
2 .. 2 
+ be + tcrsint. + t~ cost. 
.. .. 
+ (mchc05)[Rxcose + Rysine] 
.. .. • 2 
+ (mwhw05)2[Rxcose + Rysine - ae ] (H.4) 
The variable RTz in Equation (H.4) must be defined before the normal 
load on the second axle may be determined. 
To determine the internal force RTz an inspection of Figure 10 is 
necessary. The moments must be summed about the (y)T-axis through a 
point directly beneath the trailer axle. 
0 = RTz(m + t) + (RTx)T(hFw) - wT(m) 
+ mT(ap3xcost. + ap3ysint.)(hT) (H.5) 
The variables (RTx)T and (RTy)T are the fifth wheel forces transformed 
to act along the trailer axes. They are described as 
(RTx)T = RTxcost. + RTysint. 




Recall Equations (0.4) and (0.5) and substitute with Equation (H.6) into 
Equation (H.5), rearranging yields: 
RTz = mTg(m06) 
- (hFw06)[RTxcos\ - RTysin\) 
.. .. 
- (mThT06) (Rxcose + Rysine)cos\ 
.. .. 
+ (-Rxsine + Rycose)sin\ 
·2 .. ·2 
+ be cos\ - besin\ + ~a (H.8) 
where o6 = l/(m + ~). Further substitution is still needed; therefore, 
recall Equations (0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7), substitute into Equation (H.8) 
and reduce to obtain: 
.. .. 
+ [mT(hFw - hT)o6] (Rxcose + Rysine)cos\ 
.. .. 
+ (-Rxsine + Rycose)sin\ 
·2 .. ·2 + be cos\ - besin\ + ~a (H.9) 
Now that the internal reaction RTz has been completely defined, it may 
be substituted into Equation (H.4) and after reduction z2 is given by: 
z2 = mcg(a05) + mTg(m06) - (hFw06)(Fx5 + Fx6) 
- (hFwo5) -(Fy5 + Fy6)sin\ + (Fx5 + Fx6)cos\ 
.. .. 
- mT [Rxcose + Rysine l 
·2 .. ·2 
+ be + ~asin\ + ~a cos\ 
.. .. 
+ [mT(hFw - hT)o6] (Rxcose + Rysine)cos\ 
.. .. 
+ (-Rxsine + Rycose)sin\ 
·2 .. ·2 + be cos\ - besin\ + ~a 
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.. .. 
+ (mchco5)[Rxcose + Rysine] 
+ (mwhw05)2[Rxcose + Rysine - ae2)] (H. 10) 
where o5 and o6 are as described earlier. This completely describes 
the normal load on the tractor rear axle. 
To determine the normal load on the trailer axle, another inspection 
of Figure 10 is required. Summing moments about the {y)T-axis through 
the fifth wheel yields: 
0 = -z3(m + ~) + (Fx5 + Fx6)hFw + mTg(~) 
+ mT(hT - hF. )[a cos\+ a ysin\] w p3x p3 
(H.ll) 
Recall Equations (0.4) and (0.5), substitute Equation (H.ll) andre-
arrange to obtain: 
z3 = 06[(Fx5 + Fx6)hFw + mTg(~)] 
+ [mT(hT - hFw)o6] (Rxcose + Rysine)cos\ 
.. .. 
+ (-Rxsine + Rycose)sin\ 
·2 .. ·2 + be cos\ - besin\ + ~a (H.l2) 
This completes the derivation of the axial normal loads. 
APPENDIX I 
DERIVATION OF TIRE NORMAL LOADS (F .) 
Zl 
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show free-body diagrams of the front axle, 
tractor rear axle, and trailer axle. Included in these figures are the 
forces which determine the amount of total axle load carried by each 
tire. It is required that 
Fzl + Fz2 = Zl (I. 1) 
Fz3 + Fz4 = z2 (I. 2) 
Fz5 + Fz6 = z3 (I. 3) 
For Figure 11 summing moments about the x-axis through the point A will 
give 
It is assumed that 
m = b/(a + b)mc cF 




Recall Equations (C.4) and (C. 12) along with (I.l) and (I.5) and substi-
tute into Equation (I.4), reducing yields: 
.. .. 
F21 = (mwhwD7)2[-Rxsine + Rycose + ae] 
1 
+ 2 zl 
+ (mchcD7)(bD5)[-Rxsine + Rycose] (I. 7) 
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where o7 = 1/(d + 2e). 
Rewriting Equation (1.1) gives: 
Fz2 = Z1 - Fzl 
81 
(I. 8) 
Following the same procedure for the rear axle as for the front, 
the summation of moments about the x-axis through point B from Figure 12 
gives: 
(I .9) 
Recall Equations (0.4) and (0.6) along with (1.2) and (1.6) and substi-
tute into Equation (1.9), reducing yields: 
.. .. 1 
F23 = (mchc/w)(a05)[-RXsine + Rycose] + 2 z2 
- (hFw/w) (FyS + Fy6)cOSA + (FxS + Fx6)sinA 
- mT [-Rxsine + Rycose ] 
.. .. • 2 
-be - ~crCOSA + £a sinA (!.10) 
Rewriting Equation (1.2) gives: 
F z4 = z2 - F z3 (I.ll) 
Again following the same procedure as before, the summation of moments 
about the (x)T-axis through point C from Figure 13 gives: 
0 = -(Fz5 - Fz6)(n/2) + (RTy)ThFw + mT(ap3y)ThT (!.12) 
Recall Equations (H.6, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, !.3) and recognize that 
(!.13) 
and substitute into Equation (!.12), reduction gives: 
.. .. .. 
-mTcosA(-Rxsine + Rycose - be) 
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(I.l4) 
Rewriting Equation (I.3) gives: 
Fz6 = Z3 - Fz5 (I.l5) 
Equations (I.7, I.8, I.lO, I.l2, I.l4, I.l5) completely describe the 
normal load on the tires. 
APPENDIX J 
DERIVATION OF aF, aR, and aT 
Recall Equation (A.4) and substitute into it Equations (A.6, A.9, 
A. 10) and w1 = sk and w3 = sk to obtain: 
(Rpl )XYZ =[~X + e(d/2cose - asine) + secoss]T 
+ [Ry + e(acose + d/2sine) + sesinsJj (J.l) 
The wheel heading angle (EF) is expressible as: 
1 EF = - 2 TI + e + o 
Therefore, the front wheel s1ip angle (aF) is: 
_1 [Rx + e(d/2cose - asine) + s_eco.ss] 
a = E + tan 
F F Ry + e(acose + d/2sine) + seslnS 
(J.2) 
(J.3) 
With q defined as the point of road contact for the rear tractor 
wheels, then the position vector is: 
Rq = Ro + P7 (J.4) 
where 
p 7 = (-bcose - w/2sine)1 + (-bsine + w/2cose)j (J.5) 
then, 
Rq = R0 + (w1 x r;7) (J.6) 
assuming p 7 = 0 (i.e., rigid body motion). 





Rq = [Rx + e(bsin8 - w/2cos8)]T + [Ry + e(-bcos8 - w/2sin8}]j 
The wheel heading angle (ER) is expressible as: 
1 
ER = - 2 1f + 8 
Therefore, the rear wheel slip angle (a.R) is: 
[
Rx + e(bsin8 - w/2cos8) ] 
Ry + e(-bcos8 - w/2sine) 
(J. 7) 
(J.8) 
With j defined as the point of road contact for the trailer wheels, 
then the position vector is: 
where 
then, 
Rj = R0 + 'P5 + 'P8 
p5 = (-bcose)T + (-bsine)J 
Pg = [-(~ + m)coso - n/2sino]T 





assuming rigid body motion. Recall Equation (2.1) and w1 = ek and w3 = 
sk and substitute into Equation (J.l2) to obtain: 
. 
Rj = [RX + ebsine + ~{(~ + m)sino- n/2coso}]T 
+ [Ry- ebcose + ~{-(~ + m)coso- n/2sinoflj 
The wheel heading angle (ET) is expressible as: 
1 ET = - 2 1f + 8 + A 
Therefore, the trailer wheel slip angle (a.T) is: 
_1 [-Rx + ebsi n8. + ~{(~+m) sino -n/2coso } ] 
a. = E + tan 
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